Photo left, elevated position
for adjustable, truck-mounted
platform showing a worker
pruning a tree in a citrus orchard. Arrow points to crank
used to wind cable within
telescoping pipe supports.

Photo right, shows down-position of the truck-mounted platform. Waist-high guard rail
may be hinged to fold down,
or made detachable to allow
clearance and reduce wind
resistance on the highway.

TRUCK-MOUNTED PLATFORM
ELEVATES ORCHARD WORKERS
C. D. MCCARTY

R. M. BURNS
HE TRUCK-MOUNTED, adjustable plat-

T

form shown in photos was developed
for use in spraying, pruning, and harvesting of small-scale plots. It might also be
adapted to a number of other farm operations. A hundred-gallon spray rig can be
carried in the bed of the truck plus a
generator for electricity or a pump to
supply hydraulic pressure. This low-cost
unit was designed for a ha1I'-ton pickup
and with slight modifications will fit almost all makes. It also can be modified
for use on tractors or trailers.
The platform consists of a 2-ft-wide
catwalk of expanded steel flooring extending the width of the truck bed. The framework is built of angle iron and steel pipe.
Supporting legs are two diameters of steel
pipe, one sliding inside the other so the
platform can be raised as needed. The
lifting mechanism consists of cables atCALIFORNIA AGRICULTURE,
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Roadability of the truck was not materitached to the bottom of the inside pipe
and running up through the pipe to a ally affected with the railing of the platshaft attached near the top of the outside form removed. With the railing in place,
pipe. Rotation of the shaft by means of a enough drag results so that gas mileage is
detachable crank (see arrow on photos) affected at highway speeds. Made strong
winds up the cable and raises the plat- enough and bolted to the frame of the
form. The shaft should be equipped with truck, the body of the platform might
a safety ratchet which prevents backlash offer added protection as a roll-bar to ocof the handle in the event that it slips cupants of the cab in the event of an acfrom the operator's hands. Holes drilled cident. Cost of materials to b d d the
at intervals through both pipes allow in- prototype shown in the photo totaled
sertion of blocking bolts to hold the plat- about $115.
form at the desired height. The waist-high
guard rail should be hinged to allow it to
R. M. Barns is Farm Advisor, Ventura
be folded down when not in use, or it may
be detachableto allow clearance in pass- County. C. D . McCarty is Extension Horing under service station overhangs, etc. ticulture Technologist; H . Z. Hield is SpeThe platform is of welded construction, cialist, Department of Horticultural Scibut is bolted to the bed and frame of the ence; and H . H. Armstrong is Senior Matruck so that it may be removed when not chinery Mechanic, Agricultural Operations, University of California, Riverside.
in use or for a change of trucks.
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